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(Aggregated) feminicide in Peru and its relation with macrosocial variables.
Innovative Services

- Visualisations
- Recommender System
- Open Annotation Tool
- Trust Building System
- Crowdfunding Service
Visualisations

Knowledge Map
Get an overview of relevant concepts and documents

Streamgraph
Analyze trends over time and discover related documents

Overview of feminicide

Quantitative analysis of the use of the term feminicide in the headlines of reports on the murders and disappearances of women in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico (2014-11-01)
Santiago Gallur Santorum
Universidad de Santiago de Compostela
[link]: https://doi.org/10.1007/s12224-021-0938-9

This document aims to summarise a complex phenomenon related to the use of the term feminicide in the media, specifically in the gender news agency CIMAC (Communication and Information of Women AC). In 1993 it began in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico, one of the worst affected areas in the country.

Area: Feminicidio, Black woman, Consecuencias

Reseña — Mercedes Olivera Bustamante (coord.) 2007, with a view to feminicide violence in Chiapas. Visible and hidden reasons for our fighting... (2009-07-01)
Walter Alberto Calzado
Universidad de Ciencias y Artes de Chiapas
[link]: https://doi.org/10.1007/s11787-009-0045-2
Quantitative analysis of the use of the term feminicide in the headlines of reports on the murders and disappearances of women in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico (2014-11-01)

Santiago Gallur Santorum
Universidad de Santiago de Compostela
[link] https://doi.org/10.1097/01.hra.0000419643.041012c

This document aims to summarise a complex phenomenon related to the use of the term feminicide in the media, specifically in the gender news agency CIMAC (Communication and Information of Women AC). In 1993 it began in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico, one of the...

The breakdown of the couple and their influence on the relational dynamics in cases of femicide (2021-11-01)

Jorge Santos-Hernoso, María López-Heredia, Belén Sánchez-Martín...
Soceidad Española de Investigación Criminológica
[link] https://doi.org/10.1097/01.hra.0000419643.041012c

The breakdown of the couple poses a risk to violent behaviour. In Spain, one in three femicides occurs in a context of separation. This study analyses the breakdown of a relationship and manifestation of separation, comparing cases of non-fatal...
Open Annotation Tool (PUNDIT)

Abstract

Abstract Violence and inequalities suffered by Central American women force them to migrate in search of better opportunities. As has begun, they are exposed to greater violence because of their gender. Migrants, particularly mestizo, women and, sometimes, minors. The journey space in which Central Americans, particularly women, are exposed to violence by criminals. Orderly and regular mobility would protect them from the to which they are exposed; to this end, migration governance is needed. This approach with intersectionality as a theoretical approach and the methodology used was based on interviews and a bibliographic review.
Crowdfunding Service

Crisis and Journalism
Support us in producing a book that will analyse the dynamics between crisis and journalism through the perspectives of a diverse range of academics and journalists, connecting theory and practice.
by Juliana Alcantara and Ricardo Ribeiro F...

0% funded  EUR 15 pledged  3 days

Support to Ukrainian Editors
The war in Ukraine is impacting our colleagues in scholarly publishing - We set up the Supporting Ukrainian Editorial Staff program to provide editorial staff in Ukraine with the help they need.
by Pierre Mounier, Caroline Brochu, London...

125% funded  EUR 20'788 pledged  116 backers
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Publications in GoTriple

OPERAS–Services: On the Way to Open Scholarly Communication in the European Research Area for Social Sciences and Humanities

Mounier, Pierre, Stern, Niels, Pohle, Stefanie +4 authors

Other, 2021-04-26T00:00:00.000Z  |  S9H  |  social sciences and humanities  |  research infrastructure  |  +3

Das Projekt OPERAS–GER ist am 01.10.2020 als erster National Node der europäischen Forschungsinfrastruktur OPERAS für die Sozial- und Geisteswissenschaften gestartet. Am 16.05.2021 fand das erste National Node Event statt, um OPERAS und deren Services vorzustellen und OPERAS(–GER) in Deutschland bek...
• Coordinate and federate resources to address SSH scholarly communication needs
• A community-controlled federation of analytics tools and services for open access books and publications
• 53 organisations from 18 countries
• Member of the EOSC association
• On the ESFRI roadmap
• Led by 10 members, composing the Executive Assembly
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